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Classic hard and rare swinging salsa of the 60's and 70's. 24 MP3 Songs LATIN: Salsa, LATIN: Cuban

Details: Inspired By Nick Aguirre's Salsa Dura Show. The Man That Started it all On The Latin Soul Show

Radio! Re-Mastered by DigiTech Studios! A gem for collectors and for those that love Salsa Dura

classics. You may not like the originals but youll get a treat with DJ Dustes (Dustin Anthony) remixes of

these classic gems. Here you have the best of both worlds on this double CD set: The original and rare

Salsa Dura tunes as they were recorded in the 60s and 70s. For those who get tired and exhausted from

listening to the original songs, pop in disc #2 in your player as DJ Duste from Olso Norway gives salsa

dura fans a nice treat. Listen to Dustes remixes of the classics putting a different sound with some

sampling, adding beats, scratching and all of the DJ techniques to make you swing on the dance floor. 90

of the tracks on this special double CD set were never released or reissued on CD until now. This double

CD set is beautifully packaged with a classy and shinny vinyl appearance for those that are old school

record collectors and for those that adore the vintage vinyl records. Disc #1 of the set is manufactured

with a vinyl look to give its vintage appearance of a classic vinyl record. Disc #1 is completely black

including the playing side of the disc. The disc will play on all standard CD Players including CD-Roms on

your computer. Disc #1 is The Original Versions with no mixing, editing, sampling or re-creating beats. Its

exactly how your heard and remembered the songs back in the 60s and 70s. The only difference is, all

songs have been digitally remastered. Disc #1 Track Listing (The Classics) 1. Porfi Jimenez - Tu Sufriras

2. Los Astros - Mi Salsa 3. Orquesta Broadway - Trompeta Y Flauta 4. Felix Martinez Y Sus Chavales -

Salsa Malando 5. Ray Terrace - Mambo Beat 6. Menique - Manigua 7. Don Juan - Mujer Bonita 8. Mike

Rosario - Canto A Chango 9. Willie Melendez - Umbanda Soy 10. Tito Puente - Hong Kong Mambo 11.

Charles Fox - Blue Pachanga 12. Joe Acosta Orquesta - I Need Her Disc #2 - (Remix Versions) Same

songs remixed by DJ Duste.
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